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YES Air
Highlights
This DVD has been sold out for quite sometime and I am
more than happy that I had the opportunity to find out why!
We start off from Lisbon to Natal Brazil on board the L1011500. First, the crew completes their preflight checks then
taxi’s the aircraft for departure. During the flight the
viewers are able to see the cabin service along with a brief
presentation by one of the flight attendants.
Other highlights of our round trip to Brazil include
presentations by the Captain on the history and operations
of the airline, cockpit presentation, flight engineer panel
presentation and many wonderful views of the Canary
Islands and Cape Verde Islands as we make our way to
Brazil. The return flight to Lisbon was less eventful but still
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enjoyable as the L1011 made its approach to over Portugal
at night.
Our final round trip takes us from Lisbon to Punta Cana,
Dominican Republic. Before our departure, the Captain
takes the viewers on a walk around of the L1011 which was
very interesting and detailed. After the departure, the
Captain discusses the routing and approach procedures. It
is during all of these activities that the CEO (By means of a
pop up window) discusses with the viewers the background
as history of the airline.
The arrival into Punta Cana was by far one of the highlights
as the L1011 soared over the tropical coastline and forests
while making its approach to the runway. The return trip
was equally as beautiful as the L1011 departs the runway
and flies along the coastline at low altitudes. This was so
amazing that even the pilots remarked on how beautiful a
view it was. While there are not many other highlights
specific to the return flight it was very insightful into the
operations of the L1011.
The L1011 was the very first aircraft I flew on as a child and it was a huge influence on me becoming
a pilot. This DVD is not only unique because of the destinations but more so the aircraft itself. It is
not very often that you find an L1011 in service today and this DVD you would say is a collectors item
for fans of the L1011. - Recommended
For more information: http://www.worldairroutes.com/Yes.html
Video Preview: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=js9aB9e3DQs

EuroAtlantic
Highlights
In this DVD, Euro Atlantic takes the viewers to destinations
such as Sao Tome and Tenerife. We start off with the flight
crew preparing for departure from Lisbon to Sao Tome
onboard the 757-200. After all the preparations are
completed, we depart in the early morning on a 6 hour
flight to Sao Tome.
Features of this round trip include crew briefings, great
scenery, presentations from the captain on the flight route,
cabin service and a brief presentation from the marketing
manager of Euro Atlantic as he discusses the operations of
the airline. Our final two round trips take us from Brussels
to Tenerife onboard the 767-300.
Features of these two flights include fantastic views from
the cockpit with the camera positioned behind the captain’s
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seat, thorough walk around presentation of the aircraft and
a view of the cabin service onboard the 767. Although I
assumed the second round trip to Tenerife from Brussels
may have been much the same as the first, this trip
included some additional highlights. These highlights include
clips showing the start procedures for the 767, a beautiful
approach to Tenerife over the water, clips of the 767
refueling and a hazy approach back to Brussels in the late
evening.
This DVD was quite enjoyable though not very informative
in terms of a detailed cockpit presentation. Nonetheless I
think anyone who enjoys the 757/767 will find this
entertaining.
For more information: http://www.worldairroutes.com/
Euroatlantic.html
Video Preview: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=04Mt5fmSSlU
Summary / Closing Remarks
These DVDs were an absolute pleasure to watch and I think anyone who loves aviation will enjoy
them. At a cost of $25-30 each they are a bargain. These are perfect for days when you what to see
or do something aviation related but also want to enjoy the comforts of home.

What I Like About Just Plane's DVDs
●
●
●

●

Breathtaking scenery
Creative editing, narration and camera views
In depth explanation of aircraft systems and airline
procedures
Features very unique aircrafts and destinations

What I Don't Like About Just Planes's DVDs
●

Nothing
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Printing
If you wish to print this review or read it offline at your
leisure, right click on the link below, and select "save as"

YES AIR L1011 & EUROATLANTIC 757/767
(adobe acrobat required)

Comments?
Standard Disclaimer
The review above is a subjective assessment of the product by the
author. There is no connection between the product producer and the
reviewer, and we feel this review is unbiased and truly reflects the
performance of the product in the simming environment as
experienced by the reviewer. This disclaimer is posted here in order to
provide you with background information on the reviewer and any
presumed connections that may exist between him/her and the
contributing party.
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